
CROWDYHOUSE proud to announce partnership with
Bol.com
CROWDYHOUSE teams up with Dutch shopping marketplace Bol.com to launch the
new bol.com Design Podium, an inspirational shopping spot featuring affordable
design products for your home.

14 OCTOBER 2015, AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS

This week Dutch online shopping giant Bol.com is announcing a collaborative

effort with startup CROWDYHOUSE to launch its all-new Design Podium.

CROWDYHOUSE is on a mission to give independent professional designers the

exposure they deserve, and bring affordable design products into the homes of

many.

Bol’s Design Podium is launching with a bang, featuring 24 of CROWDYHOUSE’s

best designers, and 187 completely unique design products starting from €25. In

addition to supporting the CROWDYHOUSE initiative, Bol.com is also providing a

platform for these designers to share the stories behind their distinctive designs.

The CROWDYHOUSE designers and makers taking part in the Design Podium have

the opportunity to share their vision, values, and unusual creation processes with

bol.com shoppers. Beyond that, they are offering interior inspiration, with special

tips and appealing photography. Netherlands-based Bosnian designer Jasmin

Djerzic, and Dutch design label Studio Lilesadi are just a few of the inspirational

designers you’ll find on the Design Podium.

This exciting collaboration is three months in the making, and although it has just

launched, CROWDYHOUSE is already looking forward to expanding the design

offerings available in this exclusive Bol.com shop. With hundreds of independent

designers and more than 2500 products currently available on CROWDYHOUSE,

the possibility for continued growth is excellent.

The CROWDYHOUSE team is wasting no time at all. They are already in talks with

a number of international partners, from the Benelux and beyond. By providing an

umbrella of technology, this innovative startup is helping its designers sell their

products worldwide. Above all, CROWDYHOUSE is excited and proud to continue

giving its designers the exposure and reach that they deserve.
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ABOUT CROWDY HOUSE

CROWDY HOUSE was founded initially in 2013 by Mark Studholme (CEO) and Suzan Claesen (COO)

as a solution for bringing their own product designs to the market.

Initially launched as a crowdfunding platform for designers, CROWDY HOUSE has evolved to become

the premiere (launch) platform and marketplace for the world’s best designers and makers.

Their mission is to democratize the design industry through helping independent designers and

makers sell directly to design fans all over the world. They do this by building the technology and

providing the services that allows designers to make a better profit, develop new designs and fill the

world with a wider variety of great design.

The team were accepted to the 2014 Rockstart Accelerator and are funded by international

marketplace investors.

CROWDY HOUSE has offices based in Amsterdam and Bucharest with a total of 26 employees.

Join CROWDY HOUSE and receive the latest designs from the world's best designers.
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